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STRAND CONTROL
“JUNIOR” TYPE STAGE SWITCHBOARDS

This switchboard has been designed for very small installations,
such as schools and village halls where very little money is available.
Two standard models are made for 10-ways and 20-ways, but the
dimmers can be wound to suit requirements.
The switchboard consists of an angle iron frame on which is
carried a switch panel for 10 (Pattern H.A.lO) or 20 (Pattern
H.A.20) lighting circuits. Each circuit has a 5-amp. locking-type
fuse, a circuit switch and dimmer plug socket, and a two-way
switch to connect to the master switch or dimmer or independent
of them. Under the switch panel are slotted iron tails to which
can be bolted six individual slider dimmers, of sizes up to 1,000-
watts or four individual circuit dimmers and a master. Pattern
A.20 carries twice this number of dimmers.

The dimmers can be purchased with the board, purchased
later when funds permit, or hired for a particular pro
duction and just bolted on.

As the lighting circuits can be switched full on without the use of
dimmers, and two-way blackout switching is provided, quite a
number of common lighting cues can be carried out from the
switch panel alone.

Junior type H.A.I0 with nu
dimmer fitted.

When dimmers are fitted
they can be plugged into
circuits as required, or
even changed around dur
ing a scene, by means of
2-pin, 5-amp. plugs and
flexible leads. If the watt-
ages of the dimmers and
master are chosen with care, a very wide range
of lighting effects can be carried out with all the
advantages of individual dimmers and electric interlocking at
minimum financial outlay.

To obtain maximum use of the board it is recommended that all
lighting circuits terminate at the stage end, in plug sockets. The
system is only available for use on the A.C. 200-250-volt
range and with installations where the switchboard load
does not exceed 120-amperes.

Junior type HAlO with
4-circuit dimmers and a

master dimmer fitted.

DIMENSIONS

H.A. 10
H.A. 20

PRICES

(For details of slider dimmers, see page H.l I.)

BRANCH

399. OLDHAM RD.

MANCHESTER, 0

COLLYHURST 2736

each

THE STRAND ELECTRIC & ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
HEAD OFFICE AND SHOWROOMS

29, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.2

SALES COUNTER AND GOODS ENTRANCE: 24, FLORAL STREET, W.C.2
TELEPHONE- TEMPLE BAR 4444 TELEGRAMS- SPOTLITE. RAND LONDON

-

BRANCH

62, DAWSON ST

DUBLIN

-

-


